We propose a control law which allows a satellite formation to achieve orbit transfer. During the transfer, the formation can be either maintained or modified to a d e sired one. Based on the orbit transfer control law proposed by Chang, Chichka and Marsden for single satellite, we add coupling terms to the summation of Lyapunov functions for single satellites. These terms are functions of the difference between the mean anomalies (or perigee passing times) of formation members. The asymptotic stability of the desired formation in desired orbits is proved.
Introduction
This paper is concerned with the problem of achieving a satellite formation near a dmigndted elliptic orbit. For orbits near the earth, one can use a space shuttle to place satellites into specified relative positions. What we want to consider here is the case when members of the formation haye been placed relatively far apart. They have to use their on-board thrusters to get to the desired orbits to form the desired formation. A similar case is when the whole formation has to be restructured for mission-related reasons. We wait the formation to be maintained to some extent during the transfer and he reestablished after the transfer. Our approach is to use Lyapunov functions to design the control laws for orbit transfer. The Lyapunov fuuction will a,chieve a local miniinum when correct orbit and formation are reached. In [4], a Lyapunov function is expressed as a quadratic function of the differences of orbital elements between current orbit and the destination orbit. IIowever, the convergence of the associated control law is not proved. In this paper, we develop a new control algorithm and 'This research WBS supported in part by the National A w e irautiw ard Space Adniinistratiuri under NASA-GSFC Graid No. give a proof of convergence. This algorithm is based on a Lyapunov function on the shape space of elliptic orbits in our previous work 151, the work of Chang, Chichka and Marsden [l] and a result of Cushman and Bates 121. Honsever, the most significant extension is the addition of a coupling term xrhich is a function of the difference between the osculating perigee passing times. In section 2, we develop forninlas nsed in the proofs of onr theorems. In section 3, a brief summary of results in [l] and [5] are given.We introduce the definition of periodic satellite forniations in section 4. Our main results and prook about orbit transfer of periodic formations are presented in section 5. Simulation results are shown in section 6.
Preparations
If the mass of a satellite is small compared to the mass of the earth, the Kepler two body problem can be a p proximated by a one center probleni as:
where q E 'R3 is the position rector of the satellite relative t o the center of the earth, m is the mass of the satellite, V, is the gravitational potential of the cdrth.
11 is the control force phis ot.her disturbances. T\'ithout considering higher order ternis, VG takes the forin Lei p = inq be the momentum vector of the satellite. For simplicity we assume t h a t all t h e satellites considered in t h i s paper have unit mass. Let us make the following definitions: Notice that these formilla5 are xalid tor all t and all the elements are differentiable on R3 x R3 -{n}. So we can take derivative on both sides of equations (3). By using the property that 1, A,a and e are conserved when n(t) = 0; n'e have
. 
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By the definition of 1 and A , we have a mapping T :
T h e o r e m 3.1 (Chang-Chichka-Marsden) [I] The following hold:
1. E, is the union of all elliptic Keplerian orbits.
.(E,) = D and C, = r -I ( D ) .

The fiber T-'((I: A ) ) is a unique (oriented) elliptic
Keplerian orbit for each
The mapping T is a continuous mapping because (1, A ) are continuous with rospect to ( q , p ) .
where A^ is the unit vector along the direction of A. We also have
C O r O l b ' 3.2 T -' ( K ) i s compact for any compact set
Ii c D (c.f. 
= -
PP -e 2 ) dp
One can verity that, where (ld,Ad) is the pair of the anylar momentum vector and Laplace vector of the target elliptic(circnlar)
orbit. If we let the control to he
then V 5 0 along the trajectory of the closed loop system. The following theorem is proved:
A?= ( l -e c o s ( € ) ) & -i s i n ( E )
Combining this equation with equation (8), (7) 
where n = fi and 4 Periodic formation
2(1-ecos(E))' pae(1 -e')sin(E)
Suppose we have a formation consisting of m satellites.
Let 0, denote the orbit of t.he j t h satellite. We can make the folloaring definition: 
cos(€) -e -2 ( 1 -ecos(E))' = p e s i n ( € ) b ( l -e 2 ) s i n ( E )
Notice that c and 1) will he OL' if si.n(E) = 0. In order to prei.ent this from happening in our control lawsl we will turn off the control when sin(E) = 0.
This definition is valid since all the satellites in a periodic formation will have the same orbital period Thus although the shape of the formation is varying, it is varying periodically. However, the differences between theperigee passing times, (r,-Tj), areconstants. Because the mean anomaly is
where ni = 2a fT , then (At, -Mj) are constants. By specifying the values of (r, -r j ) or (AI; -AIj) for all i and j , a periodic formation can be uniquely determined. 
where ad is the common length of the semi-major axes for the destination orbits. Here, the trouble of using dEerent expressions for the casesE, E ( -r , a +~) a n d E i~( a -€ , Z a + e ) i s c a u s e d by the fact that E, E SI a circle. Two coordinate charts are required on S'. Here u'e pick the charts to be Here, the value of c is chosen so that the two satellites mill always be in the same chart. Because in a satellite formation the angular separations between satellites are usually small, the value of e is small.
1C.1:(-€;7r+r)-(-€,n+€)s.t.E,rtE,
For E, E ( -E > 7r + E ) , we have where
R,here
Notice that we have terms that explicitly contain AI,.
If not handled wel1,these terms will cause discoutinuity in our control algorithm when the satellites enter a new chart. The reaSon for us to pick the particular charts (+1.$2) is to rcduce the discontinuitis in the derivatives of T; causcd by changing charts.
We will design a Lyapunov function on the phase space of the two satellites. This one function will have d i t ferent expressions in different charts. The Lyapunov function is 
z S i n ( q ) & ) X p z ) X q 2 ] (29)
Notice that the factors sin2(Ei) cancel the term sin(€,) in the denominators of <, and pi. This will result in a continuous control law which will be 0 when E, = 0: ir.
Let z = (ql;p1:qz2p2). We noiv proceed to find the initial condition zo = (q1(0):p1(0):q2(2):p2(O)) for z s.t. the set
is a compact. subset of C,I x Xe2 -{zlAl = 0 or AZ = 0). This is a necessary step because we want to apply LaSalle's invariance principle t o prove our main result. Another observation is that ~( 5 ' 1 ) is a compact subset of D1. Thus by corollary 3.2, Sl is a compact subset of Eel.
We can m&e the same arguments for the case when i = 2 to prove that 5'2 is a compact subset of Cez -
{ (~Z , P~) I A Z = 0 ) .
Hence by letting c < r n i n { c l , c z } , it is true that S.nr c S1 x SZ c C, 1 x C,2 -{zlA1 = 0 or A2 = 0 )
Thus, SA, is a compact subset of C. 1 x C,z -{~I A I = O o r A 2 = 0 } We can now apply LaSalle's invariance principle to show that the trajectory of the closed loop system, starting within SA<, converges to the maximal invariant subset of SA< where u ( t ) = 0 is satisfied for all t . Take inner products on both sides with ql(t) to get
This is equivalent to
Equation (43) means B is perpendicular to the vector I 1 x q l ( t ) . We can see that vector B should stay in the plane spanned by 11 and q,(t). is not changed, the intersection points in these cases must be identical. Thus we must have
Without lost of generality, suppase at lime 1, El(t),E2(t) E (-qs + e ) . Then equation (46) requires that
Let k = 1 in equation (4G), because cl(El(t)) = C1(El(t+Tl)), the first obsermtion we make is that the two satellites must have the same period. In fact. On the other hand, for a specific time t , we know that there exists t' E TI) such that
where f, is the true anomaly of the first satellite. The value oft' depends on t . The plane spanned by (/I : q i ) at time t will also be identical to the plane spanned by = C,(E,(t + t*))sin( = , ' t + t * ) -y t + t * ) + + 1 (50) Further, a1 = a2 implies that .kf~(t) -"dz(t) = ilfl(t+ t') -M2(t + t * ) , one can verify that
For (50) to be satisfied, one possibility is that
Another possibility is that
By the definition of Cl. one can verify that (53) can only be satisfied when t t&cs value from a set of memure 0.
Thus, lor (50) to be satisfied, (52) must be iruc.
Because of (52), the time varying parts in equation (41) 7 Summary a n d f u t u r e directions
In this paper we have proposed a control algorithm that can be nscd to set up pcriodic satellitc formations on -*--A Figure 3 : The relative motion achieved by our algorithm elliptic orbits. The shape space formed by the angular momentum vectors and Laplace vectors is appropriate to describe satellite formations. The control laws we propose are based on a Lyapnnov function on this shapc space and proved to be convergcnt. We have not considered the effect of perturbations such as Jz effect. This is currenlly being investigated.
